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Explore IceWarp Version 11.3 
With the world’s first integration  
of LibreOffice Online
•  WebDocuments allow users to read Office files directly in WebClient,  
•  browse through the documents, see all edits and use online full-text search
•  WebAdmin includes a real-time Dashboard displaying the current traffic and service statuses
•  WebClient has been refreshed to a modern appearance including all icons and fonts
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The world’s first integration of LibreOffice Online brings high-fidelity document rendering to WebClient. 
Users can preview Excel sheets, play PowerPoint presentations and view Word and all ODF files directly

in the browser, without having to install any Office suite on their computers.

WebDocuments

Office documents are previewed in the reading  
pane immediately when clicked. Clicking inside  
the document allows to see any edits, search,  
zoom and open it in a separate window to multitask  
with emails, files and online meetings.

Documents Direct Preview

WebClient



The icons and interface fonts have been updated to
a modern, lightweight appearance.

Refreshed Design
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The folder tree on the left is automatically 
minimized to make room for content. 

The adjustment is automatic on low-resolution 
displays or when the WebClient window is resized 
to smaller width. Users can set both left and right 

panels to be always expanded or always collapsed.

Auto-Hiding Folders
The IM contact list on the right is minimized to 
make room for content, but users can still see 

contact photos, online statuses and hover over 
the contact to restore full size.

Auto-Hiding IM Contacts
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The desktop interface is enabled for touch input 
on Windows computers with a touch screen. This 

includes actions such as scrolling, touching to 
reveal delete, flag controls, or collapsing the side 

panels.

In addition to Accept and Decline replies to an 
invitation, attendees can now provide a Tentative 
response, provide a reason when declining, and 

Propose a new time for a meeting invitation right 
from the invitation email.

Users can quickly zoom into the detailed agenda for 
a particular day in month view by clicking the small 
calendar icon next to the date label. The preview is 

active so it’s possible to move the events, create 
new appointments and so on.

Windows 10 Touch Support

Meeting Invitations Zoom to Events in Month View

All types of folders now offer the multi-line preview 
that was initially available for emails. For example 

in contacts, users can immediately see all email 
addresses, phone numbers and photos right in the 

contact list.

Multi-Line Preview of Contacts, 
Tasks, Notes, Files
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Other accounts can have their own Sent folder, as well as separate Trash folder to 
restore deleted items back to the account’s mailbox. Users only need to map these 
folders in Other Account options.

Other Sent & Trash Folders

There is now a Delete button in item properties that allows you to delete 
an unwanted item right when looking at it.

Delete Button in Properties

Events in the calendar have a visual indication to distinguish between busy,  
free and tentative event status.

Visual Clue for Event Type

When deleting one of the primary account’s folders, it is now moved to trash including 
any subfolders. This feature prevents accidental deletion because whole folders can be 
restored by a single click including their contents.

Delete Folders to Trash

Similar to email drafts, when adding new groupware items such as contacts, calendars, 
notes, the item is saved every few minutes without having to click OK. When editing 
existing items, the Cancel button wouldn’t restore the original item.

Auto Save Contacts, Calendars

See who’s currently talking in an online meeting to detect echo or noise on the side 
of one attendee. The active speaker has a highlighted background in attendee list.

Active Speakers in Meetings
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API console provides low-level access to thousands of server settings, including those not available in the 
Administration GUI. To get around the immense configuration possibilities, the variables are divided into 
areas such as Accounts, Domains, Mail, etc., and can be easily searched across the variable name and 

its detailed description. The dialog is context sensitive, so when looking at global/domain/user WebAdmin 
options, it will display API options available on that level.

API Console

WebAdmin

Dashboard is the administrator’s control center designed for the big screen. It joins two most important 
views into a single screen: Service Status, which includes run-time statistics, and Current Traffic, which 

provides invaluable insight to the server activity in real-time, through an animated chart of server 
connections and processed data volumes.

Dashboard
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This version implements a complete 
builder for creating rules, which 
automatically process incoming 
email based on defined conditions. 
When used with Regular Expressions 
and other special filters, the rules 
are an indispensable tool to 
automate email flow within 
the organization.

Server Rules

Administrators can now create and manage 
whole domains, including the most common 
tasks of viewing and changing disk quota, 
limiting the amount of messages sent per  
day, enabling and disabling access to 
services, remote provisioning and more.

Domain Settings
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Outlook Sync

Version 11.3

Server-generated notification emails for daily 
events, document changes and shared folders 

access now use a new, rich text template,  
so that the notifications have a unified look  
across WebClient and other email clients. 

Redesigned Events Report
New cloud engine powered by KSN - Kaspersky 

Security Network - provides online scanning of files 
using their hashed values that are  compared to  
a global database in real-time. The extra security 
layer helps to detect aggressive zero-day viruses 
and together with dual-layer antispam provides 
a highly effective and comprehensive malware 

protection.

Dual-Layer Anti-Virus

Line security, login port, login method have been 
added to provisions, which allows the administrator 

for example to update all existing installations 
currently using PLAIN to use the secure STARTTLS 

authentication.

Login Provisions
The progress window now logs all details about 

the ongoing synchronization so that the user 
can review all activity about changed, downloaded 

and uploaded items.

Notification Center
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